long \epsilon, noise=0.10, fold=1, theta=0.00

Boosting iteration

Training error
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long $\varepsilon$-psilon, noise=0.10, fold=10, theta=0.00

![Graph showing training error over boosting iterations for different conditions: BB +0%, noisy; BB +3%, noisy; RB +0%, noisy; RB +3%, noisy; RB +6%, noisy; BB +0%, clean; BB +3%, clean; RB +0%, clean; RB +3%, clean; RB +6%, clean.](image_url)
long $\epsilon$, noise=0.10, fold=2, theta=0.00
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Training error vs. Boosting iteration for different scenarios and conditions.
long $\epsilon$, noise=0.10, fold=5, theta=0.00
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long $\epsilon$, noise=0.10, fold=6, theta=0.00
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long \epsilon, noise=0.10, fold=9, theta=0.00